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	Your Name: Mary Kane
	Location: Chester County
	What Inspires You to Create?: Mary began painting at an early age, always loving patterns she saw in nature.  She was always thinking outside the box.  After getting a BFA in painting, sculpture and art history from Ohio State University she added more life drawing and painting classes at VCU in Richmond and at American University.  She then taught art in public and private schools in Northern Virginia.After moving to the Philadelphia area, she studied with top art instructors, layering on and building more experience and confidence in painting...moving from realism to abstraction. Her abstract paintings have won many awards from prominent jurors.  One described her painting as “a symphony of color,  rhythms, intervals and vibrations…as if we were seeing music. One must take time to listen.”
	Principal Medium: Acrylic on Canvas
	Creating Art: Young Age
	Art Education: Graduated from The Ohio State University with a BFA in Fine Art. Attended American University in DC for further work in painting and figure drawing. Paul Gorka, Maxine Krinsky Manges,Tim Hawksworth, Betsy Meyer, Bill Scott and others have given me a rich perspective having worked under their eyes and their thoughts and words. Spent a month at the Vermont Studio School in 1991.
	Juried/Invitational: Having been involved on the Board of Artists Equity, I've been responsible for getting jurors for our shows and have absorbed much more from the critiques we have had by these PAFA and other top level jurors. 
	Awards: I was invited to be in a Marion Locks invitational held in 1990Also was invited to be in a Cheltenham invitational.My work is the collection of many organizations and collectors.I have won many awards in the Artists Equity shows as well as the Delaware Valley Art League
	Art Associations: Curated a large art show in Philadelphia called "Fifteen at the Factory" in 1991 inviting 15 top Philadelphia artists to show work at the Carpenter Street Factory using the entire top floor of the building. I am currently President of the Philadelphia/Tri-States Artists Equity Assn. Inc. responsible for top tier art shows with highly credentialed jurors.I am also a member of ARTsisters .and the Delaware Valley Art League. I have been the curator of art shows for the Gallery at Main Line Unitarian Church. arranging for significant area artists to show there for going on 30 years. 
	Information: 


